September 2015 Meeting
Date: Thursday, September 17
Location: Houston Community College Spring Branch (BW-8 and I-10 West)
Time: Gathering begins at 5:45 p.m., Official meeting begins at 6:30 p.m.
Agenda: Normal business meeting, show & tell, committee reports, and door
prize drawings

Program: “Summer Seminar” by Chuck Bianchi
Auction: An auction of numismatic items will begin ten minutes after the meeting
is adjourned. This time there can be EIGHT lots maximum. There will
be an opportunity to set up a mini-bourse before the meeting. We
are aiming to leave the building by 9:30.

Meal: No meal this time.

Calendar Snapshot
October 6, 5:00 p.m

Directors meeting at IHOP

October 6, 6:30 p.m.

Money Show Coordinators meeting at IHOP

The Double Shift is sent to GHCC members monthly, giving those unable to attend meetings information on the activities of the club. It is also sent to clubs across the nation on an exchange basis. Information and articles may be taken
from this publication and used in other publications, giving credit to The Double Shift. Further information about the
GHCC or the Money Show of the Southwest may be obtained from the club’s web site at www.HoustonCoinClub.org
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Announcements

All meetings except December will be in the Eagle Room. Sodas and water will be available at the
GHCC meeting. Snacks are also welcome, as long as we leave the place clean.
Please consider volunteering to do a program at an upcoming GHCC meeting. Tell Bill Watson you will
be able to help with a program for January or later.
If you are not familiar with the ANA’s revitalized website, go have a look at www.money.org where
several GHCC members have contributed content. You do not have to be an ANA member to view the
site.
Barbara Prinsen advises that the Club has about 30 undelivered 60th anniversary medals awaiting pickup
by their owners. Dues-paid 2015 members and life members are entitled to a free bronze medal. Those
who are not able to attend GHCC monthly meetings may contact Barb Prinsen at prinsba@hotmail.com
to make arrangements to receive their medal.
Planning has begun for our annual Christmas party, and a reservation has been made at Embassy Suites
for Thursday, December 17. Mark your calendars now for this special event.
The annual Townsend Award for Service to GHCC will be awarded at the December 17 Christmas party
at the Embassy Suites. Nominations for an individual or couple to receive this award and custody of the
eagle trophy for a year can be made by any member. Criteria for selection were outlined by Tom and
Lisa Schwartz, last year’s winner, at the August meeting. The voting, by Board members plus all prior
winners of the Townsend Award, will be done electronically in November. If you wish to nominate, send
an email to Numis32@AOL.com including the name(s) and a paragraph explaining why you think they
are deserving. This is the sixth year for this continuing award.

Future Educational Presentations
September • “Summer Seminar” by Chuck Bianchi
October • “Monticello and The Jefferson Nickel” by Claude Mathes
November • “T B D” by Ricardo deLeon
December • “Hearts” by Dr. O. H. (Bud) Frazier

New Applications for Membership
The following applications for membership have been approved by the EC and need approval by the
membership at the next meeting:

None (Regular)
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Minutes From the July Meeting
Greater Houston Coin Club
Minutes of Meeting held at H.C.C.
Thursday, August 20, 2015

Roxanne P. – Took “Grading One” and “Grading
Two” – reported on the activities and her tours
of the sites around Colorado Springs. She also
thanked the club for awarding her a scholarship to
Meeting called to order by President Jack D. at attend the Seminars.
Roxanne and Andrew were given Hobo Nickels
6:30 PM
Health report: Jack D. reported John T. had a heart as mementos of their trip to the summer seminar.
attack and is in the hospital and is improving, John
B.’s Dad is in hospital because of a stroke and is on Bill W. introduced the program for the night and
accompanied it with some additional comments.
the road to recovery.
He also promoted the December program:
Call for visitors and guests: Gene McPherson, Ron “Ancients” by Gene McP. - “Identifying Characters
G. a collector for over 60 years.
on Roman Republican Coins” He also explained
Tom S. and Lisa S. current Townsend winners the Crawford nomenclature
explained the criteria for Townsend Award for
2015. Asked also for nominations. No self nominations Business portion of the meeting:
are allowed.
Money Show Report – Claude M. – Barbeque
is confirmed – Heritage is a signed contract – 14
Show and Tell: Tom S, Chairman
tables sold at ANA and some ads for the program,
Bill S. – Frank Gasparro a designer for US Mint – 186 tables sold for the show to date. We are trying
designed a flowing hair dollar and was rejected in to improve the registration process.
favor of Susan B. Anthony and explained the genesis Auction Procedure - members may put in items
of the design.
and a minimum bid.
Mike G. – Smugglers box made out of a pair of TNA awards – John B. getting a Presidential
coins.
Award. Rick E. getting award for his exhibit and
Gail B. – A collection of coins from Barney Loebe a Tidwell Award for writing.
is up for auction at Heritage auction.
Bruce B. – Tells of a box of items being sold for Rick E. – won the attendance door prize.
50 pence – a Scottish king Edward I not the VII,
coronation medal
Adjourned – Auction follows in ten minutes, called
Sebastian F. – An item of “future junk” – European by Sebastian, more than 100 lots.
Union – referring to the “pig nations” those nations
not able to sustain their part of the Euro – In honor
of future scrap as the complete Euro sets for all the
12 original Euro group in anticipation of the failure
of the Euro.
Show and Tell Winner - Bruce B.
Summer Seminar Report: Andrew C. - Reported
that he took “Grading One” – and found out that he
was too harsh on his coins quality and talked about
some errors and also he liked meeting the other
YN’s. He also toured Pikes Peak. He thanked the
club for his scholarship.
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A Perspective on Collecting
		 . . . Thoughts From the Former President
Reprinted from the current issue of the Tyler Coin Club Newsletter

A Visit to Your Editor’s “Coin Cabinet”
Meet Charles Simmang of San Antonio
Perhaps you all have noticed that your editor tries
to find something different from the collector
world to place at the masthead, at the very beginning of each newsletter. Generally whatever has
been selected for each edition flanks the club logo
on the first page. It is my goal to locate an item
relational to the club, such as the “Two Cent”
theme on this issue, or to find something buried in
my “coin cabinet” which is Texas related, and on
occasion an item specifically significant to Tyler
and the surrounding area.

The name of the designer, engraver, and sculptor attributed to my new collectible is “Charles
Simmang.” Even though there is not much public
record concerning Mr. Simmang I came away
from my study aware of the fact that he was a
resident of San Antonio who found his calling as
an engraver. According to one source I located,
a listing of the San Antonio Historical Association records, Charles Simmang’s original company,
founded in 1887, remains today in the family
name. The Simmang’s Engraving Company, still
in the San Antonio area, offers to provide services
Last month I used a medal which I have recently such as tooling jewelry, silver, and other forms of
located, a picture of this is also provided at the metal.
end of this brief article. The piece of which I
speak hits a few buttons in my collecting world.
It is Texas history based with its time of creation
during the Texas Centennial of 1936, a collector
area about which I am enthusiastic.
But unlike many mass produced items the one of
which I speak has more of the look of sculpture
because it is cast instead of being struck as a coin
is produced at a public or private “mint.” With
a picture I can’t do justice to the size and weight
but I can say that this is nearly twice as large
as an average United States silver dollar and
Picture of young Charles Simmang in his San Antonio
several times heavier. The metal of which this
studio about 1900.
medal is made is what numismatists call “white
metal” overlaid with a copper wash. The front
bears a profile of General Sam Houston and the
back that of the Alamo surrounded by flag of the
United States and Texas and the names of three
significant battle areas of the Texas Revolution.
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It is interesting to note that one of Charles
Simmang’s creations is listed in the book So
Called Dollars. Catalogue HK 679 denotes the
official San Antonio Bicentennial medal from
1931. Simmang was also known for creating peace
officer badges out of Mexican Cinco Peso coins.
Your editor located a few of these in contemporary auctions.

Your editor spent quality time exploring the internet
for some sign of Mr. Simmang. Sadly there isn’t
much information from which to glean his story.
At the least I consider it an honor to be custodian of
one of his limited edition commemorative pieces
especially created for the 1936 Texas Centennial
celebration.

Actual size of commemorative medal honoring the Texas Centennial. Original
image created and cast by Charles Simmang, engraver, of San Antonio, Texas.

Regards and God Bless . . . Richard

The 59th Annual
Houston Money Show
Thursday, December 3, 2015 • 1 pm – 6:00 pm
Friday, December 4 • 10 am – 6:00 pm
Saturday, December 5 • 10 am – 5:00 pm
GEORGE R. BROWN CONVENTION CENTER
1001 Avenida de Las Americas
Houston, Texas
Gail Brichford, Show Chairman • Claude Mathes, Dealer Relations Chairman
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Questions for Dr. Coyne
1) Are Jefferson Nickels commonly counterfeited?
2) Did the U.S. Mint ever make any platinum coins?
3) In the error coin world, what is “Blakesley Effect?
4) What is a “Lowball Registry Set”?
5) What is the first U.S. silver coin?
6) What is a “milk spot” on a silver coin?
7) Is this piece a U.S. commemorative coin?

If you feel Dr. Coyne has slipped up on any of the responses, please tell Bill Watson.
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Dr. Coyne Responds
1) Are Jefferson Nickels commonly counterfeited?
The best known Jefferson Nickel counterfeits include the 1944 (no
P) pieces made by Francis LeRoy Henning of New Jersey about
1950 as circulating counterfeits. Apparently many thousands were
made, and the pieces have even taken on collector value today.

2) Did the U.S. Mint ever make any platinum coins?
The U.S. Mint made a few platinum Capped Bust Half Dollars in 1814, but they were strictly patterns. None
has even been made for circulation. At the time, platinum/gold market prices were much different than today,
but platinum was deemed not suitable for circulating coinage as its appearance is too much like silver. In our
own time, the mint has made bullion investment coins from platinum, and there is the sole issue in 2000 of a
$10 Library of Congress bimetallic coin with a gold outer ring and a platinum center.

3) In the error coin world, what is “Blakesley Effect?
Blakesley effect refers to the evidence on a struck coin that the planchet was incompete (clipped planchet). It
describes inefficient metal flow, opposite the missing portion of the planchet. The effect will best be seen 180
degrees around the rim from the clip area. If the rim there has details lacking and the rim appears flat or incomplete, then it is more than likely that you have a genuine clipped planchet error. The name comes from the first
author to describe this phenomenon.

4) What is a “Lowball Registry Set”?
A “Lowball Registry Set” is a set of related coins composed of the dates/mints as dictated by PCGS or NGC to fit
their prescribed definition of the set, for example, Mercury Dimes or CC Morgan Dollars. The strange objective is
to have the lowest graded examples of each coin. They can be in slabbed grades Poor-01 and up, but realistically
to rank, the coins will have be Good-04 and less, except for the most modern issues. The collector acquires coins
which fit his registry set and lists their certification numbers and optional photos on the PCGS or NGC website,
and the Third Party Grader’s computer “ranks” the listed sets according to grade and completion percentage. The
whole idea seems to Dr. Coyne as contrived to enhance the cash flow of the grading services.

5) What is the first U.S. silver coin?
The earliest U.S. silver coin seems to hinge on the definition of “U.S.” While John Hull’s Massachusetts silver
pieces were undoubtedly the first struck in lands which would become the U.S., our country did not exist until
much later. While good documentation is lacking, it would seem that the 1776 Continental Dollars (authorized by
the Continental Congress) might be it. Surely the 1792 Half Dismes (though not struck in the first Philadelphia
mint) would qualify. If we insist on product from the actual mint, the 1794 silver dollars would be the one. Some
other 1794-dated coins were actually struck in 1795.
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Dr. Coyne Responds
6) What is a “milk spot” on a silver coin?
A “Milk Spot”, most commonly found on Peace Dollars and on American Silver Eagles, is a grade-limiting white
stain on the surfaces in the form of round or nearly round nontransparent dots. The name comes from what dried
cow’s milk would be imagined to look like. The actual cause is now thought to be inadequate rinsing in the planchet preparation step. Milk spotting can be on fresh, as-issued coins, or it can emerge later, even after a coin is in
a plastic enclosure. Such spotted coins are discounted in the market.

7) Is this piece a U.S. commemorative coin?
The illustrated piece is not a U.S. commemorative coin. It is Daniel Carr’s latest commemorative medal from the
Moonlight Mint (aka Clark, Gruber, & Co). The obverse is an original design depicting a rocky mountain sheep,
while the reverse incorporates the features of the official Colorado State Quarter, including a scene from within
Rocky Mountain National Park. The medals come in copper, brass, and .999 silver.

Coins-For-A’s Program Progress Report
The CFA Program was partially on summer holiday in August as the mail brought only a few CFA
applications from individual students and no teachers acting on behalf of whole classes. In August,
the program reached 30 students. One additional long-time CFA participant was recognized on the
occasion of her high school graduation with special coins. The administrator is now in her eighth
year with this program. The CFA inventory is being continuously restocked. It is now adequate in
most areas, but donations are always appreciated! The administrator continues to receive a stream
of “thank you” notes to GHCC for this program. Students apply for awards individually and through
their teacher.
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Publisher’s Editorial
Views here may not reflect the views of the GHCC or its officers

A Question of Quality Control
Some may think that this month’s publisher’s editorial is a rant. But it is not intended to be one. It does
tend to dispel the myth that Third Party Graders (TPGs) can do no wrong…

Consider first this PCGS-slabbed Trade Dollar. The grader must have been looking quite closely at the
coin, as it seems he managed to leave an eyelash to be encapsulated along with this nice example of
William Barber’s engraving! Have a look to the right of the date at the rim about 5:00 o’clock. Is it
not fair for the consumer having invested perhaps $25 to get the opinion of PCGS to expect them not to
leave such evidence of the trip to Irvine? A friend of your editor has an ANACS coin with an even more
egregious error: a potato chip fragment sharing the holder with his coin.
The next example of PCGS sloppiness in quality control is apparent in examining the encapsulated tag
and comparing it with the coin. You’ll see the tag calls for a “No Arrows” dime. What are those pointy
things alongside the date? Even non-numismatists should be able to get this one right.
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Publisher’s Editorial
The next example is perhaps a different sort of error. It may be another example of a mechanical error,
but it could also be an example of PCGS collecting fees and slabbing coins with which their graders are
not familiar enough. Students of the series of English overstruck Spanish Colonial 8 Reales know that
this type was done at the Tower Mint in 1804 and for perhaps a brief period thereafter. Certainly NO
pieces were being so marked in 1840.

A final example comes from an earlier era at PCGS (we can tell by the old green holder tag that was
in use then). While not a slam-dunk, your editor thinks this 1876 Trade Dollar deserves a rating as a
slightly circulated proof striking. Note the flat fields, high, square edges, and very full striking on every
star and on every fold of the gown.
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Publisher’s Editorial
What can be done now to correct these errors? When your editor approached the PCGS representatives
at a major show about three years ago, he was told “Use one of these submission forms ($8 then), pay
postage in, pay ‘reholder fee’ ($10 then per coin), postage out, and we will review them.” My investment
to correct PCGS errors would then be in the range of $20 per coin. How arrogant! I did not send them in.
Now comes important new information. Just four weeks ago on the Collectors Universe (PCGS) forums,
there was a collector commenting in the same vein as your editor in this piece. BUT in the thread we
suddenly come to an answering post by someone seeming to be in a position of responsibility at PCGS.
He says:
Yes, we will correct the issue for free, if it is in fact labeled incorrectly. We will also
reimburse you the shipping fees that you were charged to send the “mechanical error”
submission back to PCGS for correction.
Although we do value the opinion of outside consultants or experts, you also have to
keep in mind that the final grade/attribution is at the discretion of our grading staff.
David Talk
PCGS Customer Service Manager

Friday August 14, 2015

It appears PCGS is finally stepping up to the plate on this. I am looking to follow in the footsteps of my
fellow collector and PCGS customer. At the end of the day, I’d rather have my coins in proper holders
than rant about quality control here.

John Barber

Meeting Reminders

A worthy type coin?

Arrive early to socialize with other members.
Bring an item and a MAXIMUM 3-minute story
for Show and Tell.
Consider volunteering to bring a meal or snacks
for a meeting.
Bring a guest to the next meeting.

No. It is a privately issued advertising shell.
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Member Spotlight

Gail A. Brichford
Personal History

Born in Cleveland, OH in 1929.
Married with two sons and four grandchildren.
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute: 1951 – B. Metallurgical Eng.
Korea: 1952-1953 1st Lt. Ordnance Corp.
Worked in Rome (NY), New York City, Amsterdam, Zurich, Bermuda, Rome, and Bologna (It).

Collecting History

Began at 12 with Whitman folders and bank rolls of coins.
Bought my first medieval coin at 15.
Joined ANA at 18 and became Life Member 476 five years later.

Collecting Interests

Ancient Roman coins, especially Roman Women.
Medieval coins, especially Italian city-states
Papal coins before 1871.
Italian Provincial coins before 1871.
Jefferson Deep Cameo Proof nickels.

Notable Coins

My first Gros Tournois of Philip IV 1285-1314.
Ex.Rare Groschen of Aachen dated 1403 – one of only 40 known, of which most in museums.
Ex. Rare Denier of Louis The Pius (Son of Charlemagne) 814-840 struck at Venice mint.

GHCC Executive Council
Jack Domurat, President • jackurat@sbcglobal.net
Bill Watson, Vice President • swatson@wrwatson.com
Rick Ewing, Secretary • rfe01@AOL.com
Claude Mathes, Treasurer • shsu021@hotmail.com
Barbara Prinsen, Director • prinsba@hotmail.com
John Barber, Director and Newsletter Publisher • numis32@AOL.com
Mike Greenspan, Director • tokenMG@AOL.com
John Trout, Director • jbtrouts@sbcglobal.net
Larry Reitsema, Director • lareitsema@gmail.com
Gail Brichford, Past President • gbrichford@AOL.com
Jeff Hirt, General Counsel

These terms end April 16, 2016

